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The Bayesian program in statistics starts from the assumption that an
individual can always ascribe a definite probability to any event. It will
be demonstrated that this assumption is incompatible with the natural
requirement that the individual’s subjective probability distribution
should be computable. We shall construct a probabilistic algorithm
producing with probability extremely close to 1 an infinite binary
sequence which is not random with respect to any computable
probability distribution (we use Dawid’s notion of randomness,
computable calibration, but the results hold for other widely known
notions of randomness as well). Since the Bayesian knows the algorithm,
he must believe that this sequence will be noncalibrable. On the other
hand, it seems that the Bayesian must believe that the sequence is
random with respect to his own probability distribution. We hope that
the discussion of this apparent paradox will clarify the foundations of
Bayesian statistics. We analyse also the time of computation and the
place of ‘‘losing randomness.’’ We show that we need only polynomial
timeandspace todemonstratenon-calibrationeffectson finitesequences.
] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. NONCALIBRABLE SEQUENCES
Consider a probabilistic algorithm F which step by step
produces random bits 01 , 02 , ... . The sequence 01 , 02 , ...
may be finite (when F eventually stops producing bits) or
infinite. Suppose there is a Bayesian who knows the design
of F. Let P(x), where x=|1 } } } |n is a finite 01-sequence,
be the Bayesian’s subjective probability that F produces at
least n bits and 01=|1 , ..., 0n=|n . Our basic assumption
is that the function P is computable. It will be shown that
there is a probabilistic algorithm F such that the Bayesian
must have two contradictory opinions toward the sequence
01 , 02 , ... output by F. However, we need several
preliminary definitions.
We will use Dawid’s notion of randomness since it leads
to a wider class of random sequences and so, in this case, to
stronger results. The definition of Dawid random sequences
|1|2 } } } below will be rather formal; for the intuition
behind it see (Dawid, 1985). Dawid uses the notion of a
forecasting system that is a real-valued function defined on
the finite binary sequences and takes values between 0 and 1.
If P is a probability distribution then the function
f (x)=P(1 | x) (where P(1 | x)=P(x1)P(x) is the condi-
tional probability that x will be followed by 1, x1 being the
concatenation of x and 1) is a forecasting system provided
all the conditional probabilities exist. It is easy to see that
for every forecasting system f there is a unique probability
distribution P satisfying P(1 | x)= f (x) for all x with
P(x){0. A selection rule is a function on the set of all
finite binary sequences taking values 0 and 1. A selection
rule $ is said to select the subsequence s=n1 n2 } } } under
an infinite binary sequence |1|2 } } } if n # s just when
$(|1 } } } |n&1)=1. We say that a forecasting system f (or
the probability distribution P associated with f ) is
calibrated for |1|2 } } } with respect to $ if either the sub-












f (|1 } } } |ni&1)  0 (r  ).
We say that f (or the associated probability distribution
P) is computably calibrated for |1|2 } } } if it is calibrated for
|1|2 } } } with respect to all computable selection rules $.
Finally, |1 |2 } } } is calibrable if some computable f
is computably calibrated for it; otherwise, |1|2 } } } is
noncalibrable.
With P we associate the probability distribution in the set
of finite and infinite 01-sequences such that P(x) is the
probability of the set of (finite or infinite) 01-continuations
of x. Saying of ‘‘P-probability’’ we refer to this probability
distribution.
Denote by L the uniform probability distribution
(measure), so that L(x)=L[| | x|]=2&|x| for each
finite binary sequence x, where |x| is the length of x.
Now we present the definition of a probabilistic
algorithm (computable operator or algorithmic process in
(Zvonkin and Levin, 1971)). Consider computable func-
tions which transform finite and infinite binary sequences
into the finite and infinite ones. Such a function is defined by
an algorithm which, when fed with an infinite sequence,
takes it sequentially bit by bit and produces an output
sequence also bit by bit. The rigorous definition is as
follows. Let f be an algorithm transforming finite binary
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sequences into finite ones. Suppose that f is monotonic: if
x y (i.e., the sequence y is an extension of the sequence x)
then f (x) f ( y) for all x and y from the domain of f. Then
for any finite or infinite binary sequence | we detine
F(|) be equal to the sequence (finite or infinite) which is the
minimal extension of all sequences f (x) such that x| and
f (x) is defined.
The next two theorems show that it is possible to
construct F in such a manner that the Bayesian must
simultaneously believe that
(1) with probability extremely close to 1 F produces a
noncalibrable sequence;
(2) the Bayesian’s own forecasts for the produced
sequences are computably calibrated with probability 1.
Theorem 1. For any =>0 there exists a probabilistic
algorithm F which, when fed with an infinite 01-sequence
generated by the uniform distribution, with probability 1&=
outputs a noncalibrable infinite 01-sequence.
Theorem 2. The P-probability is 0 that the sequence
01 02 } } } will be infinite but P does not computably calibrate
for this sequence.
Theorem 2 is an immediate corollary of Dawid’s (1982)
general calibration theorem (see also (Dawid, 1985, Sect. 5)).
Let F be the probabilistic algorithm from Theorem 1 (F
will be explicitly constructed in the proof of Theorem 1), let
=>0 be very small, and let P be the computable function
describing beliefs of the Bayesian about the random bits
01 02 } } } produced by F. Suppose that F is fed with a
sequence produced by a fair coin and that the Bayesian
knows this. We hope that the proof of Theorem 1 will
convince him that it is practically definite that the realized
sequence |1 |2 } } } will be infinite and noncalibrable.
However, by Theorem 2 he can be practically definite that
his own P is computably calibrated for |1|2 } } } . Therefore,
even in the situation where the Bayesian possesses perfect
information, there can be problems with assigning definite
probabilities to all events, if we want these probabilities to
‘‘describe,’’ in some sense, reality (e.g.), in the sense that a
prespecified event of zero probability does not occur).
Remark 1. A possible objection to this argument is that
the Bayesian can never be sure that the coin is absolutely
fair. However, von Neumann’s (1963) well-known device
shows that tosses off an absolutely fair coin can be modeled
given tosses of a coin about which the Bayesian is definite
that it produces heads and tails with constant positive
probabilities.
Remark 2. (Historical). Dawid (1982) claims that it is
‘‘the normal state of affairs’’ for a sequence to be calibrable.
Oakes (1985) shows that tor each forecasting system there
exists a sequence of outcomes for which that system will not
be calibrated. Schervish (1985) in his comment on Oakes’s
paper shows that noncalibrable sequences exist and that
the cardinality of the set of all such sequences is that of the
continuum. He also noted that it is important to take into
account the ‘‘place’’ where randomness is lost.
Similar problems were considered by Kolmogorov and
Levin in the seventies (V’yugin, 1976, 1982, Levin, 1984);
see also (Cover, Gacs, and Gray, 1989). Following Levin, it
is important to estimate the probability of generating such
sequences in combinations of random and deterministic
processes. In (V’yugin, 1976) a probabilistic algorithm (like
that in Theorem 1) is detined which produces with positive
probability infinite binary sequences that are nonrandom
in the sense of MartinLo f (1966) under each computable
probability distribution. Every sequence that is random in
the sense of MartinLo f under some computable probability
distribution is calibrable. It can be proven that the class
off all calibrable sequences is broader than the class of all
sequences random under computable probability distribu-
tions. The same problem for finite binary sequences was
posed by Kolmogorov and has been studied in (Shen, 1983,
V’yugin, 1985).
2. NONCALIBRATION EFFECTS ON FINITE SEQUENCES
An analysis of the time and space of computation for F
from Theorem 1 will show that we need only polynomial
time and space to demonstrate non-calibration effects on
finite sequences. We need only to replace computable selec-
tion rules by computable martingales. Let f be an arbitrary
forecasting system. A real-valued function M defined on all
finite binary sequences is an f -martingale if
M(<)=1,
M(x)=M(x0)(1& f (x))+M(x1) f (x)
for each finite binary sequence x, where < is the empty
sequence. The f-martingale M determines potential fals if
iers x of the forecasting system f : f is falsified by an outcome
x at a level r if M(x)>2r (the function d(x)=log2 M(x)
is considered as a test of randomness (Levin, 1984)). See
the connection with selection rules in (Schnorr, 1971).
Martingales are indeed generalizations of selection rules.
Each selection rule corresponds to a martingale of a special
type (Schnorr, 1971) (see also later in the proof of Theorem 3).
We need some model of computation. Algorithms may be
regarded as Turing machines and so the notions of a
program and a time of computation will be well-defined.
Our considerations will be invariant under polynomial
computation time, so the result of Theorem 3 will be
machine-independent. An algorithm transforms finite
objects into finite objects. Integers and rational numbers
(but not reals) are examples of finite objects. Finite sequences
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of finite objects are again finite objects. We will consider
modes of description of computable real functions, i.e.,
algorithms 8 which transform ordered triples (i, :, =) into
rational numbers, where i and : are finite binary sequences
and = is a positive rational number. A real function f is
computable if there exists a program i such that 8(i, :, =)
terminates and | f (:)&8(i, :, =)|<= for all finite binary
sequences : and positive rational numbers =. In other words,
f is computable if the value f (:) can be computed arbitrarily
accurately. It is well known in the theory of algorithms that
not all i are programs of computable functions. Let 8 be a
mode of description and let f be a computable real function
defined on the set of all finite binary sequences, let k be a
positive integer and let T(n, m) be a function from N_N to
N, where N is the set of all positive integer numbers. We say
that f is (k, T )-simple with respect to 8 if there exists a
program i of length k such that the algorithm8, computing
values f (:) with accuracy = (when fed with i, :, =),
terminates in time T( |:|, &log2 =), where |:| denotes the
length of a finite binary sequence : and 0<=<1.
The next proposition is analogous to Kolmogorov’s
(Kolmogorov, 1965) theorem of the existence of the optimal
mode of description (see Vovk, 1992).
Proposition. There exists an algorithm 6 satisfying the
following. For any algorithm 8 there exist a constant C and
a polynomial p such that for all k and T all functions that are
(k, T )-simple with respect to 8 are (k+C, p(T ))-simple with
respect to 6.
We fix such an algorithm 6. In the sequel we will consider
(k, T )-simple functions only with respect to 6.
In the sequel we will consider (k, T )-simple functions
computable with fixed accuracy and so we omit the second
argument in T. We suppose that T is a nondecreasing
function.
We say also that f is polynomial-time computable if T is a
polynomial.
We will consider an effective method of constructing an
uniform f -martingale Mf given a forecasting system f. This
means that we will define an algorithm which, when fed
with any program computing f, outputs some program
computing Mf .
We consider the uniform probability distribution on the
set of all binary sequences.
Theorem 3. For each rational =>0 there exist a
probabilistic algorithm F, a uniform martingale Mf , polyno-
mials p1 , p2 , p3 , and a constant C such that the following
hold.
(i) With probability 1&= the algorithm F, when fed with
an infinite sequence |, for each positive integer l and
(k, T )-simple forecasting system f outputs, using  p1(2kl,
T(C29kl 2)) bits of | in time  p2(2kl, T(C29kl 2)), a
sequence ;F(|) of length C29kl 2 such that Mf (;)>2l.
(ii) Mf is (k+C, T $)-simple if f is (k, T)-simple, where
T $(m)= p3(2k, m, T(C(m+24k))).
There are two sides to the result of Theorem 3:
(1) Any (k, T )-simple forecasting system f is failed at
level l with probability 1&= on output of F of length
C29kl 2 in time P2(2kl, T(C29kl 2)).
Consider a forecaster which deals only with (k, T)-simple
forecasting systems, where T is a polynomial. It is obvious
that the number of programs accessible to him is 2k+1&1.
Then by Theorem 3 outputs of F with probability 1&=
destroy the performance of this forecaster in time and space
polynomial from the size of his resources.
(2) For any n let l=n120 and k0.09 log2 n. Then, as
follows from Theorem 3, for all sufficiently large n, with
probability 1&=, output of F of length n will discredit at
level n120 and in time  p(n, T(n)) all (0.09 log2 n, T )-
simple forecasting systems f, where p is a polynomial. This
side is associated with the problem of existence of non-
stochastic sequences in Kolmogorov sense (Shen, 1983;
V’yugin, 1985).
Kolmogorov and Uspenskii write in (1987) ‘‘The
question, of course, remains whether such (absolutely non-
random) strings exist in the real world’’. Another question is
what probability distributions we must take into account to
consider such absolutely non-random strings. Theorem 3
gives some bounds of the complexity of probability distribu-
tions that we can take into account in considering such
strings. It is unknown how large such an upper bound may
be. We can only prove that for any constant C>0, if
k=C log2 n, then an analogous theorem holds if we replace
probability 1&= of generating the needed output on 1nc,
where c is another constant.
Let us compare this result with an upper estimate in a
similar case.
We replace forecasting systems with corresponding
probability distributions. Let 0 be the set of all infinite
binary sequences. A probability distribution P is called
k-simple if it is (k, T)-simple for some T. For any finite or
infinite x denote x j=x1x2 } } } xj . Let MP be an uniform
P-martingale; i.e., for any computable probability distribution
P it holds that MP(<)=1 and
MP(x) P(x)=MP(x0) P(x0)+MP(x1) P(x1)
for all finite x. We say that any finite binary sequence x is
(k, l )-non-stochastic with respect to MP if for each k-simple
P, MP(x j)>2l for some j|x| . Let Dnk, l(M) be the set of all
(k, l )-non-stochastic (with respect to M) sequences of
length n.
Note that from the definition of martingale it is easy to
prove that P(Dnk, l (M))2
&1 for all k-simple P.
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Theorem 4. Let F be a probabilistic algorithm, MP be an
uniform P-martingale, and =>0. Then for all sufficiently
large n and for all k and l we have L[| | xF(|) for some
x # Dnk, l(M)]2
&k+(1+=) log2 k+(1+=) log 2 n+2&l.
An important case is where k=k(n) and l=l(n) are
unbounded nondecreasing computable functions.
Proof. Let +n=L[| # 0 | |F(|)|n] and let pn be a
binary sequence representing the rational approximation of
+n from below with accuracy 2&r, where r=k&(1+=) log2 k
&(1+=) log2 n. Using n, k, and Pn we can enumerate a
finite set Zn of pairwise incompatible finite binary sequences
z such that |F(z)|n and 7 2&|z|>+n&2&r. Define
Q(x)=7[L(z) | xF(z) and z # Zn] for any xF(z),
z # Z, F(z) 3 0t, and Q(0t) = (1 & 7[Q(F(z)) | z # Z,
F(z)3 0t], where t=max[ |F(z)| | z # Z] and 0t is a
sequence of t zeros. We extend Q to all other x in the natural
fashion. It is easy to see that 0t  Dnk, l (M) for all k, l and
for all sufficiently large n. Let :=L[| | xF(|) for
some x # Dnk, l (M)]. Then :&2
&rQ(Dnk, l (M)):+2
&r.
Since we have inequality r+(1+=) log2 k+(1+=2)
log2 n+ck for the length of the program computing Q for
all sufficiently large n, the probability distribution Q is
k-simple for these n. Then Q(Dnk, l (M))2
&l. Hence
L[| | xF(|) for some x # Dnk, l (M)]2
&r+2&l.
This theorem also holds in the case of general definition
of random sequences; i.e., we can replace MP by an universal
uniform test of randomness (Levin, 1984; V’yugin, 1987).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
As in (Dawid, 1982) we use the notations
|r(s)=1r ri=1 |ni and fr(s)=1r 
r
i=1 f (|1 } } } |ni&1),
where f is a forecasting system and s=n1n2 } } } is a
subsequence selected under | by some selection rule. Let
;=;1;2 } } } ;m be a finite binary sequence. A selection rule
$ is said to select subsequence s=n1n2 } } } nr of length r
under ; if n # s just when nm and $(;1 } } } ;n&1)=1. For
any forecasting system f we define the deviation of the
forecasts by f on ; with respect to $ as Dev( f, ;, $)=
| fr(s)&;r(s)| .
We need a one-to-one enumeration of all ordered pairs of
positive integers. To obtain the estimates of Theorem 3 we
must fix any form of this enumeration. We use the natural
correspondence between finite binary sequences and
nonnegative integers: <0, 01, 12, 003, 014, 115,
0006, ..., such that the absolute value of the difference
between the length of the binary sequence and the logarithm
(on the base 2) of its ordinal number is less then 1. We
encode the ordered pair of binary sequences : and ; by
the sequence # :01:;, where #: is the binary code of the
length of the sequence : and for each finite sequence # we
denote # =#1#1#2#2 } } } #n#n , n=|#|. Then the absolute value
of the difference between the length of the binary code of the
ordered pair (i, l) and 2 log2 log2 i+log2 i+log2 l+2 is
less than 3. We will identify the ordered pair (i, j) and its
ordinal number.
Let .i (:)=6(i, :, 0.05) for all i and : ; so we fix the
accuracy of the computation of the forecasting systems. For
technical reasons we redefine .i so that every computable
forecasting system has infinitely many programs. To do this
it is sufficient to replace this sequence with .$( i, s)=.i for all
s. We denote this new sequence also as .i .
Let i be a program, let : be a finite binary sequence,
and let l be a positive integer. Let us define an auxiliary
computable function ;(i, :, l ). The definition of ;(i, a, l )
is as follows. For j|:| define ;j=:j . Let |:|< j|:|+l
and let ;1 } } } ;j&1 be already defined. If .i (;1 } } } ;j&1)
terminates then define
;j={0,1,
if .i (;1 } } } ;j&1)>0.5
otherwise.
If j=|:|+l define ;(i, :, l )=;1 } } } ;j and finish the
computation of ;(i, :, l ). If .i (;1 } } } ;j) does not terminate
for some |:|< j<|:|+l then ;(i, :, l ) is undefined.
Lemma 1. If i is a program of some computable forecasting
system, then ;(i, :, l ) terminates for each finite binary
sequence : and positive integer l.
The proof is trivial since .i (x) terminates for all x such
that |x||:|+l.
Define ;(i, :)=;(i, :, 4 |:| ). Let us explain the meaning
of this definition. In the construction below for any =>0 we
shall define, by mathemathical induction on the length of
sequences, a computable function F and auxiliary functions
2(i, :), e(i, :), +(#). The function F will determine the
probabilistic algorithm we need. For each infinite binary
sequence : at some step n of the induction we pay a visit to
a program i, and try to define F(:n)$;(i, F(:n&1)) if the
function on the right-hand side of the equality terminates at
this step. If this attempt fails we define F(:n)=F(:n&1). Let
i be a program of some computable forecasting system f. We
shall define in Lemma 5 two selection rules $1 and $2
depending on i such that if this attempt is successful then the
deviation of the forecasts by f on ;(i, F(:n&1)) with respect
to $1 or $2 will be sufficiently large. Lemma 1 will help us to
show that the attempt to define F(:n)$;(i, F(:n&1)) will
be successful for some sufficiently large n. Since every
computable forecasting system f has infinitely many
programs i, it will follow that each infinite sequence from
the range of F is noncalibrable.
Let i0 be a constant such that i=1 (i+i0)
&2<=C,
where a constant C>0 will be chosen in the proof of
Lemma 4.
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The range of + is N _ [], where N is the set of all
positive integer numbers. The function + plays the role of
the monitor in the definition of F. F(:n) is constant for all
sufficiently large n if and only if +(:n) is finite and constant.
The second requirement for the construction is that for each
i the uniform probability measure of all | such that
+(|n)=i for all sufficiently large n is less than C(i+i0)&2.
From this it will follow that the measure of the set of all :
such that F(:) is infinite is at least 1&=.
Another feature of the construction is connected with the
need to arrange processing for different programs i. We use
some type of ‘‘priority argument.’’
Informal Description of the Construction. The prob-
abilistic algorithm F(|) uses the infinite coin-toss string as
input. The construction proceeds in steps. By step n&1, let
#| be the string of input bits already processed, and the
output :=F(#) produced, with |:|<n. At step n, some
more bits of | will be read and some more bits of F(|) will
be output.
Along with F, we also define the functions e(i, :), 2(i, :),
and +(#). The function e takes 0 and 1 as values. The value
of 2 is a number of type 1k, where k is a positive integer.
If 0<2(i, :)<1 we say that string : has an i-label with
value 2(i, :), while e(i, :)=1 means that the string is
i-occupied. The active i-label marks an attempt to use string
: by adding to it some bits that thwart the forecasting
program i. If : is i-occupied then any attempts to use any
labels j>i on any prefixes of : are cancelled. We say also
that such j-label becomes non-active. If 2(i, :)>0 then we
always have e(i, :)=1; i.e., an i-label on : always i-occupies
:. But there will be a case of i-occupation without i-label.
Let us proceed to the construction.
Suppose that n=3k for some integer k>0. Then for each
in check if there is an uncancelled i-label on some prefix
of :. If there is one, let :(i) be the largest such prefix. If there
is an i with T(i)n, where T(i) is the running time for the
algorithm computing ;(i, :(i)), and with 5 |:(i)|n, we say
Case 1 holds and choose the smallest such i. Let ;=
;(i, :(i)).
Define :$=;0n&|;|, if :;, and :$=:0n&|:|, otherwise,
where 0k denotes the sequence of k zeros. Then :$ will be of
length n. This :$ will be i-occupied.
If ;:$ then we say that :$ is i-satisfied. In this case :$
does not get i-label and we define +(#&)= and F(#&)=:$
for &=0 and 1.
If ;3 :$ then :$ gets the i-label with value 2(1&2),
where 2=2(i, :(i)). We say that the i-label was transferred
from :(i) to :$ (since the attempt to use it on :(i) was
incomplete).
Now we imitate tossing a coin with approximate
probability 2(i, :$) (with approximation (i+i0)&5) by
reading in a certain nonempty string $ from the input. The
event $ # Di2(i, :$) will have probability approximately
2(i, :$). When this event occurs we set +(#$)=i, else
+(#$)=. We also define F(#$)=:$.
If n=3k+1 and |:|=n&1 then Case 2 holds. We choose
the minimal i such that either no prefix of : has an i-label
or each prefix has a cancelled i-label. We read a new bit &
and make the string :& i-occupied. We also define
2(i, :, &)=(i+i0)&2 and say that we install an i-label on :&.
If +(#)>i then, again, using the additional input string $
we simulate an event of probability 2(i, :&) and define
+(#&$) accordingly. Also, F(#&$)=:&.
If n=3k+2 or Cases 1 and 2 do not occur then we say
that Case 3 holds. We read a bit &, and set +(#&)=+(#). We
set F(#&)=F(#) 0 in case +(#)= and F(#&)=F(#)
otherwise.
Thus, in this case we keep increasing n and reading new
bit of input If +(#)= then this process keeps adding 0’s to
:. If +(#)< then this does not add any new bits to the out-
put, and therefore we stay until the increase of n possibly
brings about Case 1. If this never occurs then F(|)=:, this
is the only way for F(|) to remain finite.
Construction.
Step 0. Define F(<)=<, e(i, <)=2(i, <)=0, q*(i,
x, 0)=0 for all x, i, where x is a finite binary sequence, <
is the empty sequence, and i an integer (a program).
Step n>0. Let # be the longest sequence such that
#| and F(#) has been defined at the preceeding steps. We
shall show how to detine F(#$) for each proper extension
#$$# of a certain length including some extension #$|.
Denote :=F(#).
The induction hypotheses are as follows:
(1) |:|<n,
(2) if +(#)< then 2(+(#), :)>0,
(3) if 0<2(i, :)1 then e(i, :)=1.
Let us define
t(i, :)=sup[k | k|:| , e(i, :k)=1](put sup <=),
q(i, :, s)=sup[q*( j, x, s) | j<i and x:],
:(i)=:t(i, :) if t(i, :)< (remember that :k=:1 } } } :k),
T(i)=Time(i, :(i)), where Time(i, :(i)) is the running
time for the algorithm computing ;(i, :(i)).
We also need some technical details. For any rational
number r put Dir=[0, 1] and E
i
r=< if r1. Let i1=i+i0
For any i&51 <r<1 consider the binary expansion of the
real number r with precision i&51 , namely, r=





&m&1i&51 and 0c<1. There exists a set D
i
r of
mutually incompatible (under ) finite binary sequences
such that # # Dir if and only if |#|= j for some j such that
cj{0 and 1 jm. Then L(Dir)=r&ci
&5
1 , where L is the
uniform distribution. Let E ir consist of all finite binary
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sequences $ such that |$|=max[ j | cj{0] and let $ be





In all other cases define Dir=< and E
i
r=[0, 1]. We fix
some way of generating the sets Dir and E
i
r given r and i.
Note that 0=D ir _ E
i
r , where A =[| # 0 | x| for some
x # A].
The definition of F(#$), +(#$), 2(i, F(#$)), e(i, F(#$)),
q*(i, x, n) splits into three cases.
We say that an i-label is active on :$ at step n if
0<2(i, :$)<1 and q(i, :$, n&1)<|:$| .
Case 1. If n=3k for some integer k>0 and there exists
an in such that t(i, :)<, ;(i, :(i)) terminates in time
T(i)n, |;(i, :(i))|n, and the i-label is active on :(i) at
step n, then we say that Case 1 holds.
In this case choose the minimal such i, put ;=;(i, :(i)),











Denote 2$=2(i, :$) and define
+(#$)={i,,
if $ # Di2$ ,
if $ # E i2$ ,
F(#$)=:$ for each $ such that $ # Di2$ _ E
i
2$ .
(Note that here we cover also the case ;:$).
Case 2. If n=3k+1 for some integer k, and |:|=n&1,
and an in exists such that either t(i, :)= or
t(i, :)q(i, :, n&1), we say that Case 2 holds. In this case
choose the minimal such i and for each & equal to 0 or 1
define :$=:& and 2(i, :$)=2$=(i+i0)&2, e(i, :$)=1.
If +(#)>i define
+(#&$)={i,,
if $ # Di2$ ,
if $ # E i2$ ,
F(#&$)=:& for each $ # Di2$ _ E
i
2$ .
Case 3. If n=3k+2 for some integer k or Cases 1 and





where & equals 0 or 1.
Define e( j, x)=2( j, x)=0 and q*( j, x, n)=q*( j, x,
n&1) for all j and x:$ if these values were not defined
above, where :$ from Cases 1 and 2.
This is the end of the step n.
Let # be an arbitrary finite binary sequence. If the value
F(#) has not been defined in the construction then define
F(#)=F(#$) and +(#)=+(#$), where #$ is the longest
sequence such that #$# and F(#$) and +(#$) have been
defined in the construction.
By the construction F(#)F(#$) for each # and #$ such
that ##$. Using this property define F(|) as the minimal
sequence (finite or infinite) extending all finite compatible
sequences F(|n), n=1, 2, ... .
We shall discuss this construction in more informal terms.
An i-label is installed on :$ by Case 2 and transferred from
:(i) to :$ 3 ; by Case 1 (we use notations from this cases).
The i-label being transferred from :(i) was active at preceed-
ing steps. We say that :$ ; from Case 1 is i-satistied. In this
case :$ is i-occupied but does not get i-label. Any i-label
installed or transferred to some :$ becomes active and
cancels each active j-label on any initial fragment of :$,
where j>i. This j-label cannot be active on the following
steps and must be installed again after several steps.
Note that i-labels move independently of the definition of
+ and F.
Lemma 2. Let % be an infinite binary sequence. Then for
each i
(i) The i-label may be transferred from one initial
fragment of % to another at a finite number of steps.
(ii) The i-label may be cancelled from the initial
fragments of % at a finite number of steps.
(iii) The i-label will be installed (at the first time and
after each cancelling) on some initial fragment of %.
Proof. These properties can be proved by mathemathical
induction on i. Let i be the minimal such that (i), (ii), or (iii)
does not hold. Then we can choose the minimal n0 such that
tor any j<i a j-label cannot be installed, cancelled or trans-
ferred on initial fragments of % at all steps nn0 . Then the
i-label must be installed (at first time or after cancelling) at
some step n0 by Case 2. An i-label may be cancelled only
when some j-label, where j<i, is installed or transferred.
If an i-label is transferred from :% to ;% then
12&1(i, ;)=2&1(i, :)&1 and 2&1(i, :)(i+i0)2. This
may happen only at a finite number of steps nn0 . This
contradiction proves the lemma.
Lemma 3. Suppose that i is a program for some
computable forecasting system. Then for each infinite binary
sequence |, for some n, either +(|m)=+(|n) and F(|m)=
F(|n) for each mn or F(|n) is i-satisfied.
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Proof. We need only consider the case where F(|) is
infinite. Suppose that F(|n) is not i-satistied for any n. By
Lemma 2 there exists a step n0 such that an i-label is
installed on some initial fragment of F(|) and any j<i
cannot be installed or transferred at steps n0 . Let |s be
the longest such that F(|s) is defined at steps <n0 . Since
F(|) is infinite, +(|s)>i. By Case 2 we define F(|s$)=:$
for some s$>s. In the following step, if the i-label is trans-
ferred from :=F(|s) to :$F(|), then by Case 1 we define
F(|s$)=:$ for some s$>s. By Lemma 2 there exists the
longest :F(|) marked by an i-label. Let F(|n)=:. Since
i is a program for some computable forecasting system this
i-label must be transferred from :. If 2(i, :)<1 then some
:$=F(|n$) (for some n$) will be i-satisfied since, otherwise,
the i-label will be transferred to :$. Hence 2(i, :)=1,
Di2(i, :)=[0, 1] and by Case 1 we must define +(|
m+1)=i
and F(|m+1)=F(|m) for all mn. This contradiction
proves the lemma.
Let RF=[| | F(|) is infinite].
Lemma 4. L(RF)1&=, where L is the uniform prob-
ability measure.
Proof. Let | be an arbitrary infinite sequence and let i
be a program for some computable forecasting system. Then
by Lemma 3 there are two possibilities. The first is
that +(|n)=+(|n&1)< and F(|n)=F(|n&1) for all
sufficiently large n. The second is that the sequence F(|n) is
i-satisfied and F(|n){F(|n&1) for some n. Since there are
infinitely many such indices i we obtain
RF=[| | F(|n) is i&satistied for infinitely many i and n].
Let Vi=[| | +(|n)=i for all but finitely many n]. Then
0"FF= i Vi . For any i consider the function
f (|)=inf[m | +(|n)=i for each nm or
+(#){i for each |m#].
If +(|n)=i for infinitely many n then +(|n)=i for all but
finitely many n, since otherwise the i-label will be cancelled
or transferred from the initial fragments of F(|) infinitely
often. Moreover, if +(|n)=i for each nm for some m, then
by Case 3, +(#)=i for each # such that |m#. Hence the
function f (|) is continuous and defined on the whole 0
which is compact. Therefore f (|) is bounded by some
integer m. Thus ViUi, m=[| # 0 | +(|m)=i]. We shall
estimate L(Ui, m). For any finite binary sequence : let
T:=[| | F(|n)=: for some n](where | is infinite),
M:, i=[| | F(|n)=: and +(|n)=i for some n],
Bm=[: | :=F(#) for some # such that |#|=m].
Then Ui, m [M:, i | : # Bm]. Put i1=i+i0 . By the
construction
(2&i&51 ) L(T:)L(M:, i)2L(T:), if 2=2(i, :)1.
If an i-label has been installed on : then 2(i, :)=
(i+i0)&2. If an i-label is cancelled from : then it will be
installed on each extension :$ or : of certain length n$>|:|
and we define again 2(i, :$)=(i+i0)&2. We say that an
i-label is definitively installed on : if it is not cancelled on the
following steps.
Define An$: =[:$ | ::$, |:$|=n$, ;(i, :)3 :$].
Let an i-label is transferred from : to each :$ # An$: for
some n$>|:| . By the construction we have
T:= [T:$ | ::$, |:$|=n$],
 [M:$, i | :$ # An$: ]T: "M:, i .
We have also L(M:, i)(2&i&51 ) L(T:), where 2=
2(i, :). Let 0<212. Hence









L(M:, i)(1+2i &31 ).
Here without loss of generality we suppose that i12.
Having been definitively installed, any i-label may be
transferred along any sequence of the length m at most i21
times. From this it follows that
L(Ui, m)(1+2i&31 )
i21 L( [M:, i | an i-label was
definitively installed on :])C(i+i0)&2,
where C is a constant. Hence L(0"RF)C7i (i+i0)&2=.
The lemma is proven.
Lemma 5. No computable forecasting system is cali
brated for any infinite % in the range on F.
Proof. Let f be an arbitrary computable forecasting
system and i be a program computing f. Then the function
.(:) is defined for each finite binary sequence :. Remember
that for each program j we have defined a computable
sequence of programs ( j, l) such that .( j, l)=.j ,
l=1, 2, ... .
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Let %=F(|) for some infinite |. By Lemma 3 there exist
n and m such that the sequence %m is (i, l)-satisfied and
;=;((i, l) , %n)%m. Let the selection rule $& select under
; a subsequence s& and let r& be the number of all elements
selected from ;n+1 , ..., ;5n , where & is equal to 1 or 2. Note
that $1(:)=0 if and only if $2(:)=1. From this we obtain
that r&2n for some & equal to 1 or 2. Since
| f (:)&.i (:)|<0.05 for each : and from the definition of ;
it follows that Dev( f, ;, $&)>0.45(2n&1&n)5n>0.08 for
this &.
Hence there exists & equal to 1 or 2 such that $& selects
under % an infinite sequence s satisfying | fr(s)&%r(s)|>0.08
for infinitely many-different r. Hence f is not calibrated for
% and the lemma is proven.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
In this section we apply the idea of the construction from
the Section 3 to finite sequences. We also improve time and
space parameters of this construction. We allow to associate
with any string : several i-labels for different i and will
move sets of labels at one step. Let i0 be such that
C7i (i+i0)&2<=, where a constant C is chosen like that in
the proof of the Theorem 1.
Let I be any finite set of pairs (ik , 2k). As in Section 3 let
rk be a binary approximation of 2k from below with preci-
sion (ik+i0)&6 if 2k<1 and rk=1 if 2k1. Let us produce
a sequence [Di2 | (i, 2) # I] of finite sets and a set EI given
I such that L(Di2)=r0 if i=i0 , 2=20 , and L(D
i
2)=
rk6j<k(1&rj) if k1, i=ik , 2=2k , all sequences from
 Di2 _ EI are pairwise incompatible, and  D
i
2 _ E I=0.
We can construct such sets in a natural fashion such that
|x|6k log2(i+i0) for x # Di2 , where i=ik and 2=2k (we
suppose that ik&1<ik for any k1).
Let | be an infinite sequence. We will define F(#) on
prefixes #| by steps.
Construction. Define e(i, <)=1, 2(i, <)=(i+i0)&2,
q*(i, <, &1)=0 for all i (so we install on < all i labels
examined in the construction), F(<)=<, +(<)=.
Define ;(i, :)=;(i, :, c(i+i0)4) (see Lemma 1), where a
constant c will be chosen at the end of the proof of this
theorem.
As in Section 3 we consider the functions t(i, :), :(i),
q(i, :, s), Time(i, :(i)).
Remember that i=(i $, l $) and .i$=.(i $, l $) . Let
?1(i)=i $ and ?2(i)=l $. Note also that i"<i if i"=(i $, l) ,
where l<l $.
We say that an i-label is active on : at step s If
0<2(i, :)<1 and q(i, :, s&1)<|:| .
Step s0. Let # be the longest sequence such that
#| and F(#) has been defined at the preceeding steps. We
shall show how to define F(#$) for each proper extension
#$$# including some extension #$|. Denote :=F(#).
For each i<s run the algorithm computing ;(i, :(i)) to
search for the minimal i such that Time(i, :(i))s, an
i-label is active on :(i) at step s, and for each l<?2(i) some
initial fragment of :(i) is (?1(i), l)-satistied at some step
s$<s (see definition in Case 1).
Case 1. Any such i has been found. In this case we say
that :(i) is i-processed at step s and put ;=;(i, :(i)),












(if 2(i, :$) is defined by (1) we say that :$ is i-satisfied),
e(i, :$)=1.
For each j, such that i< j and j-label is active on :( j) at
step s, define
2( j, :$)={( j+i0)
&2,






Let J be a set of all such j and J$=J _ [i]. Define
I(s)=[( j, 2( j, :$)) | j # J$ and js].
Now turn to the domain of F.
If +(#)i then for any $ #  D jr _ EI(s) define
+(#$)={ j,,
if $ # D jr for some ( j, r) # I(s),
otherwise, (5)
F(#$)=:$.
Case 2. No such i has been found. If +(#)= then put
I(s)=[(s, 2(s, :))] and for any $ # Ds2(s, :) _ EI(s) define
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+(#$)={s,,
if $ # Ds2(s, :)$
otherwise,
F(#$)=:.
At the end of step s for each j define 2( j, x)=e( j, x)=0
and q*( j, x, s)=q*( j, x, s&1) for all x:$, if these values
were not defined earlier, and go to Step s+1.
For each # (finite or infinite) define the value of the
probabilistic algorithm F(#) to be equal to the minimal
sequence extending all F(#$) defined in the construction,
where #$#.
As in the proof of Theorem 2, :$ is i-satisfied at step s if
;:$ (and we define 2(i, :$)=0 by (1)). This i-label is not
active on :$, since e(i, :$)=1 and 2(i, :$)=0. If : is incom-
patible with ; then i-label is transferred from :(i) to :$ by
(2). In this case all other active j-labels (note that j>i) on
all fragments :(i):( j): are cancelled by i-label. In both
these cases all extensions of all # such that +(#)i and
:(i)F(#): will be directed to : by (5). Each such j-label
is installed on : by (3) with its initial value 2( j, :$)=
( j+i0)&2 if :$=;0n&|;| or is restored on :$ by (4) with the
value 2( j, :$)=2( j, :( j)).
Let _ be an infinite binary sequence. If an i-label is can-
celled from some :_ and installed on :$_ at some step
then :$ is j-satisfied for some j<i at this step. Hence, an
i-label may be cancelled from one initial fragment of _ and
installed on another one in at most i steps. If an i-label is
cancelled from :(i) and restored on :$ then 2(i, :$)=
2(i, :(i)). If an i-label is transferred from :(i)_ to :$_
then 2&1(i, :(i))&1=2&1(i, :$). Taking into account that
an i-label may be cancelled at most i times, we may conclude
that an i-label may be transferred on the initial fragments
of _ in at most i(i+i0)2(i+i0)3 steps. Hence for any r all
i-labels, where ir, can be transferred on initial fragments
of _ at most 7(i+i0)3=O(r4) times. At each step s we have
|:$|&|:( j)|c( j+i0)4+1, if there is an j-label being trans-
ferred at this step (from :( j) to :$_). Then we have
nrCr8, where nr is the maximal such that some ir is
transferred to an initial fragment of _ of the length nr , C is
a constant.
Let U=[# | +(#) is defined and for each #${#, such that
##$, +(#$) is not defined], Vi=[| | |m # U and +(|m)=i
for some m], RF=0" Vi . As in Lemma 4 it can be proved
that L(Vi)C(i+i0)&2, where C is a constant. From this it
follows that L(RF)>1&=.
Let | # RF , _=F(|), and let a program i compute some
forecasting system f within time T. As in Lemma 3 we can
prove that some initial fragment of F(|) will be i-satisfied.
Now we turn to the argument |. Let !(#)=|#|&|F(#)| .
A simple analysis of the construction shows that at any step
s, we have !(#$)!(#)+|$|!(#)+6s log2(s+i0), since
$ #  D j2 _ EI(s) and js, or !(#&)!(#). Let F(|
m) be of
the length n(s) and be i-satisfied at step s. Then n(s)Ci 8
and mn(s)+C$s2 log2(s+i0) for some constants C
and C$.
Let i be a program of length k computing f within time
T and choose an arbitrary l. As in the proof of Lemma 5, we
can replace i by il=(i, l) , s by sl , and m by m(l ).
Let us estimate the time of computation needed to
compute F(|m(l )), where F(|m(l )) is of length n(sl) and is
il-satisfied at step sl . Let t=Time(il , _n(sl )(il)). The time of
computation at each step s is p$(s), where p$ is some poly-
nomial. Taking into account steps s>t such that il -label is
active on :_n(sl )(il) but some j<il is transferred at this
step and Time( j, :( j))s, we obtain the estimate
slt+Ci4l . Hence the total limit of the time of computation
at steps ssl is p1(il , T(Ci8l )), where p1 is a polynomial and
C is a constant. We also have m(l ) p2(il , T(Ci8l )), where
P2 is a polynomial.
To define a martingale Mf satisfying Theorem 3 consider
a set G of finite binary sequences and two selection rules:
G=[: | :;(il , :(il)) and :(il) is il -processed
for some l at some step of the construction
if we run it on :],
$1(:)={1,0,
if : # G and .i (:)>0.5,
otherwise,
$2(:)={1,0,
if : # G and .i (:)0.5,
otherwise.
Let _=F(|m(l )). Then, as follows from the considerations
above, for each l $l there are at most (il $+i0)3 steps, such
that at each of them some initial fragment of _ is il $-
processed Let l $l, _t be any such fragment and m be the
maximal such that _t+m;(il $ , _t), m0. By definition of
;, if m1, we have _t+ j+1=0 if and only if .i (_t+ j)>0.5
for all 0 jm&1 (‘‘good’’ elements of G). Only when
j=m may this equivalence be wrong (‘‘bad’’ elements of G).
By definition, $1(_t+j)=1 if and only if .i (_t+ j)>0.5 and
$2(_t+j)=1 if and only if .i (_t+ j)0.5, where 1 jm.
For each selection rule $& we define a computable
f-martingale M& , where & equals 1 or 2. Define M1(<)=1
and for each finite binary sequence : define M1(:0)=
(23) M1(:)(1(1& f (:))), M1(:1)=(13) M1(:)(1f (:)) if
$1(:)=1, and M1(:0)=M1(:1)=M1(:), otherwise.
Define M2(<)=1 and M2(:0)=(13) M2(:)(1(1& f (:))),
M2(:1)=(23) M2(:)(1 f (:)) if $2(:)=1, and M2(:0)=
M2(:1)=M2(:), otherwise.
For each &=0 or 1 let the selection rule $& select under _
a subsequence s& of the length r& . Note that ;(il , _t)_
holds for the initial fragment maximal from the mentioned
above. Then r&(c2)(il+i0)4 for some &=1 or 2. The
number of ‘‘bad’’ elements of G of the length |;(il , _t)| is
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l(il+i0)3(il+i0)4. Suppose that &=1. Hence, taking




r1& j ( 13)
j2 j(b(c2&1)&d)>2 j,
where j=(il+i0)4, b=log2(4033), d=log2 3, and we put
c>2(d+1)b+2.
The case &=2 is considered analogously.
As follows from definitions of the selection rules $1 and
$2 , for each : of the length m the values M1(:) and M2(:)
are computed in time p$(m, il , T(m+Ci4l )), where l is the
maximal such that some initial fragment of : is il -processed,
where p$ is a polynomial. By construction, ci4l&1m if l>1.
Hence, these values are computed in time p3(2k, m,
T(C(m+24k))), p3 is a polynomial, and C is a constant.
Analogously, the length of some program computing
M1 and M2 is less than the length of the program comput-
ing f, up to an additive constant. Define the martingale
Mf (:)= 12 (M1(:)+M2(:)). Then we have





Let us note that il32i(log22 i) lCk
22kl for some
constant C. Now to get estimates from Theorem 3 we must
replace l with l 14. The proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
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